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Abstract—Ontology as a technology has been studied in many
areas and is being used in several fields. A number of studies
have utilized ontology to manage problems such as
interoperability in teaching materials, modeling and enriching
education resources, and personalizing learning content
recommendations in the educational context. A possible reason
for the lack of success may be that simply posting lecture notes
on the internet does not provide enough learning and training.
However, this situation can improve by using education software
like an e-tutoring system. The e-tutor system has built-in modules
to track students' performance and personalize learning
according to an adaptation of students' learning styles,
knowledge levels, and proper teaching techniques in e-learning
systems. e-Tutor is an excellent area in the context of electronic
instruction since it provides adequate aid for learners and
becomes increasingly important for individual and collaborative
learning. Thus, there has been significant interest in adopting etutoring to facilitate learning processes and enhance learners'
performance. This paper represents a domain knowledge model
for an e-tutoring system that enables knowledge to be stored in
such a way separated from the domain of interest and assists in
storing transfer and prerequisite knowledge relationships. This
innovative technique is helpful for the students in improving
their learning progress. This paper introduced a domain
knowledge model for an e-tutor system to support the way of
teaching and learning process. The model implementation is
developed in Python and Owlready2. Two types of ontologies are
provided: general concepts of the domain knowledge ontology
and specific domain knowledge ontology. This solution represents
the knowledge to be learned, delivers input to the expert model,
and eventually provides specific feedback, selects problems,
generates guidance, and supports the student model.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

E-learning is a technique of learning and teaching utilizing
Information and Communication Technology. It means that the
growth of online learning is a collaborative task including
several researchers in several disciplines such as educational
design and learning material [1]. e-Learning system is
frequently getting popular in the academic community due to
the advantages of using it anywhere, and anytime [2].
However, it tends to be most commonly employed for webbased education to access online courses via the internet [2]. A
possible reason for the lack of success may be that merely
posting lecture notes on the internet does not provide enough
learning and training [2]. This situation can be improved by
using education software such as an e-tutoring system. The etutoring system includes built-in modules to monitor a learner's

performance and personalize education based on adaptation to
learners' learning style, existing knowledge level, and suitable
teaching approaches in e-learning systems. The e-tutoring
framework usually applies to computer-based instruction.
However, an e-tutoring system generally uses adaptive
mechanisms and concepts to solve the current e-learning
problems by applying artificial intelligence techniques.
Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED) society
frequently identifies the value of producing technologies with a
global reach [3]. e-Tutor system is a computer application that
uses artificial intelligence approaches to improve and
personalize the teaching and learning processes. e-Tutoring
differs from other e-learning systems because it uses a
knowledge base to guide the pedagogical approach. It attempts
to optimize the student's mastery of domain knowledge by
generating new problems, concepts, and instruction feedback.
e-Tutoring systems are computer-based teaching systems that
regularly give students quick and personalized guidance or
feedback without mediation from a personal teacher. eTutoring is an excellent subject in the context of e-learning. eLearning environments are increasingly getting popular in
different contexts in academies, universities, and vocational
training [4]. Therefore, suitable support of learners is also
getting great significance. Besides, collaborative learning is
also growing, which puts greater demands on learners,
especially when the collaboration is implemented and tailored
to enhance learning and learning results [4].
The area of instruction is one of the first areas in which
ontologies are applied in as a cognitive tool. For several
considerations, this was a consequence to the extensive
adoption of the constructivist paradigm of education and the
general application of such knowledge technologies as concept
maps, mind maps, and several more for learning goals [5].
Recently, scientists found that the benefits of using ontologies
in the educational field have relative support for designing the
coming e-learning environment. The term “ontology” comes
from philosophy and it is defined as “a set of representational
primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge or
discourse” [6]. So, an ontology gives a specific view on some
part of the world. While knowledge representation formalisms
define how to represent concepts, ontologies identify the
concepts to be described and are linked. Thus, ontology can be
noticed as a well-established and widely agreed-upon system
of concepts in a specific knowledge domain and their
relationship. Specialized knowledge domain ontologies can be
utilized as a semantic pillar for topics or repositories of
teaching resources. By offering agreed-upon terminologies for
the domain knowledge representation, ontologies would help
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share, reuse, and exchange topic units. Ontologies also enable
the availability of machine-readable web resources.
Most of the current solutions of e-tutor systems are
designed and developed for a particular domain which means
the provided solution will not be suitable for another
knowledge domain. Therefore, these systems developed for
isolated knowledge bases have some limitations and drawbacks
for using local knowledge bases. These limitations refer to lack
of standardization, limited knowledge base shareability, lack of
flexibility, lack of reusability, and manual control. Due to these
shortcomings, an ontology domain knowledge model is
proposed to avoid the limitations and drawbacks of using local
knowledge bases. To improve and increase the learning quality
and process, a novel ontology domain knowledge model
develops by defining a set of relationships that would be
adequate and clear to represent all possible relationships for
developing and building the ontology domain knowledge
model. In the proposed ontology domain knowledge model,
two types of domain ontologies were introduced: a) general
concepts for domain knowledge model ontology and b)
specific domain knowledge model ontology. The general
concepts of the proposed ontology domain knowledge model
deal with the domain knowledge model concepts and define the
relationship related to these concepts. The ontology of a
selected domain knowledge model deals with the selected
subject area that can relate the selected subject domain to the
general concepts for the domain knowledge model. It seems
like individuals or instances for the general concepts of the
domain knowledge model.
Another key issue in current systems is the limited concept
level functionality. Many systems provide data-level features
as they lack the information and engine to perform smart
operations. The proposed ontology framework includes
reasoning engines that can improve the adaptivity,
customization of the e-tutor frameworks. In the proposed
knowledge base, the schema can contain also rules as part of
the background ontology. This approach supports a declarative
description model instead of the procedural way; thus, it has an
increased flexibility and coding efficiency.
This paper constructs a domain knowledge model for an etutor system which in turn would help enhancing teaching and
learning process. Furthermore, the implementation of this
model is described in Python, which can be applied in the
future to support the problem-solving process.
This article is organized as follows. The introduction and
methodology of designing the ontology are explained in the
first and second sections. The third section displays the related
work, the fourth section illustrates the proposed ontology of the
domain knowledge model and explains the proposal model in
detail, the fifth section presents a case study on ontology
implementation using Python and Owlready2 module, the sixth
section demonstrates the result and discussion, and the
conclusion is in the seventh section.
II. METHODOLOGY
The primary goal of this work is to enhance the quality of
the learning process by making it in a personalized way. The
process design and development of ontology usually

encompasses several standard tasks. However, there is no
dominating approach for constructing the ontologies. The main
principle is to define the ontology concepts which are related to
the objects and the relationships for the selected domain. The
methodology for creating and building an ontology assumes
defining the objectives and domain of applicability. Moreover,
it must be identified in higher-level details: what is the purpose
of designing the domain ontology, what are the types of
questions that should be answered through it, how it will be
utilized and supported for solving the problem for the selected
domain. Several techniques for the design and development of
ontology are given such as [7] and [8]. Though these methods
are somewhat different and are influenced in varying ways by
the technology used, the underlying processes of developing
the domain ontology are similar. Therefore, the suggested
ontology development process is composed of the following
phases:
 Domain and purpose of the ontology.
 Discover if there are related ontologies.
 Enumerate important terms in the domain.
 Defining the key classes and their hierarchy.
 Identify the properties of classes.
 Facets attaching to properties.
 Creating class instances.
III. RELATED WORK
The technique known as e-tutoring system has been tracked
by scholars in education, psychology, and artificial
intelligence. The aim of e-tutoring system is to offer the
advantages of one-to-one teaching. It allows students to train
their skills by bringing out activities in greatly interactive
learning platforms. e-Tutoring system is a computer
application that uses artificial intelligence approaches to
improve and personalize the teaching and learning processes
[9]. e-Tutoring differs from other e-learning systems because it
uses a knowledge base to guide the pedagogical approach. It
attempts to optimize the student's mastery of domain
knowledge by generating new problems, concepts, and
instruction feedback. There are many e-tutoring systems meant
and developed for learning and teaching reasons. These
systems support learners to progress quickly and improve their
self-confidence. SmartTutor is a web-based intelligent tutoring
system developed to support teaching and students based on
knowledge background, skills, and teaching techniques [10].
The remarkable aspect of SmartTutor is the incorporating of
instructional and artificial intelligence (AI) methods in a
unified intelligent e-tutoring system to give personalized help
to learners based on the knowledge-level of individual learners
[11]. e-Tutoring systems are developed to illustrate the
essential knowledge on the subject, inform which kinds of
knowledge can be used to solve problems in the given domain,
generate and offer suitable task activity based on the recorded
performance, and recommend the next suitable task for the
learner to choose. Smart Tutor delivers the capability of a tutor
to adjust to individual learners' requirements and skills [10]. eTutoring systems, also known as Intelligent Tutoring Systems
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(ITS), became a reality in the mid-1970s and peaked at the end
of the 1980s, when expert systems were in use [12]. During the
nineties, most artificial intelligence and education
investigations
concentrated
on
intelligent
learning
environments more influenced by Computer-based learning,
microworlds, and Computer-based training [13]. Of course,
ITS study is still an active sub-field of research on adaptive
learning. ITS systems were not cost-effective enough to
survive in education and training. ITS got interested in the late
2010s, particularly since "statistical AI" based on neural
networks and relevant methods allows extracting patterns from
big data. These can be due to recommender systems that
recommend learning analytic systems that detect learners'
difficulties. ITS are adaptive systems that use intelligent
technologies to tailor learning based on various characteristics
of students, including their background knowledge, mood, and
learning style. The e-tutoring system includes three kinds of
knowledge to give students proper education, arranged into
four separate system modules (as shown in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Traditional Components of an ITS [10].

The tutor model is a computer model that helps the system
choose the appropriate explanation style for a particular learner
based on the learner’s history tracked by the learner model.
This knowledge allows the e-tutoring system to check the
student's responses and steps with an expert to assess what they
know and do not know. The student model is the learner's
knowledge-level while the student works on e-tutoring system.
The model assesses student's behavior while working with the
e-tutoring system to find their knowledge, cognitive skills, and
reasoning abilities. The domain model is concerned with the
knowledge associated with the problem considered for a
specific domain, including the teaching materials and the metainformation about the topic to be taught. It depends on the
learner model's diagnostic processes to determine what, when,
and how to display information to a learner. The interface
model is essential as a delivery mechanism and learning
facility to help the learner complete the activity. It can also
perform as an external representation of the expert and
teaching models.
Researchers have investigated practices of knowledge
representation such as semantic-based, rule-based, case-based,
frame-based, Bayesian network, logic-based, and ontologybased. Rule-based models are also called Cognitive tutors. The
rule-based models are built from cognitive task analysis,
producing problem spaces or task models. These problem
spaces or task models are constructed by observing the expert
and novice users. Task models represent a set of production
rules in which each rule represents an action corresponding to a
task [14]. When a user tries to solve a given task, the user's
reasoning ability is analyzed based on the rules applied by the

user, i.e., the user's solution is compared step-by-step to the
solution given by the expert. Case-based is an artificial
intelligence problem-solving method that records experience
into cases and associates the current problem with an
experience [15]. A logical representation language has some
definite rules for dealing with propositions and reasoning for
knowledge and representation. Logical representation entails
deducing a conclusion from many circumstances. This
representation establishes many fundamental communication
principles. It is composed of well-defined syntax and semantics
that facilitate sound inference. Each phrase can transform into a
logical form through syntax and semantics. Frame-Based is one
of the artificial intelligence techniques to structure the data, and
it is used to separate information into substructures via the
representation of stereotyped scenarios [16]. Frame-Based
seems like a record form build-up of many characteristics and
values used to describe an object in the real world. In addition,
this object contains a collection of slots and their associated
values. However, these slots come in a combination of shapes
and sizes. Facets are the names and values assigned to slots. A
Bayesian network is also referred to as a belief network or
Bayes net. Bayesian network is probabilistic and graphical in a
form of graph with directed acyclic devoid of loops and selfconnections used for knowledge representation for an uncertain
domain, with each node indicating a random variable [17].
Each edge denotes a conditional probability associated with the
associated random variables. Semantic-based is a knowledge
representation method that enables visualization of the
knowledge via graphical networks [18]. This network
incorporates nodes representing entities and arcs that reflect
their relationships. Moreover, Semantic-based classify things
in different ways and can also connect them in the style of a
graph.
Ontologies, as semantic-based representation, have gained
vital significance as one of the most commonly used
techniques to describe and share knowledge in several
disciplines such as E-learning systems, business modeling,
software engineering, knowledge engineering [19].
Regarding the continuous development of new technology,
it can change the way of teaching and learning. According to
Fensel [20], the primary reason for the popularity of ontologies
is due to providing “a shared and common understanding of a
domain that can be communicated between people and
application systems. Ontology can be constructed as a
representation required for scale and variety in the design of
educational frameworks. In the e-learning field, ontologies are
employed in various applications extending from domain
knowledge modules representation to automate generation and
assessment of personalized learning materials. The concept of
ontology is a useful technology that incorporates related
resources, shares knowledge, and eliminates unnecessary data.
Ontology is a fundamental description of the information in the
world [21]. The ontology in computing refers to knowledge
representation applying a collection of concepts and
connections among them [22]. In the context of a targeted
discipline, ontology is used to rationally reason and validate
concepts in the semantic knowledge model. In theory, ontology
is a "formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization" [23]. It offers a shared vocabulary that can
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be employed to construct the domain knowledge model,
involving objects, concepts, properties, and relationships.

model. The benefit of this model is to personalize the materials
for learners.

A comparison was given utilizing some selected criteria
according to the knowledge representation models employed in
the present works for representing the domain knowledge
module as a part of an E-tutor framework. The authors
considered some criteria for comparing the representation
model used with others in the literature. The suggested criteria
covered a number of terminologies: standardbility, reusability,
flexibility, shareability, simplicity, and reasoning engine, as
indicated in Table I.

Based on the general concepts of the domain knowledge
ontology shown in Fig. 2, topics, concepts, attributes, tasks,
competencies, and assessment terms refer to the following:

TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF THE MODELS

Criteria

 Topics can be utilized to present domain knowledge or
a comprehensive overview of a subject or course.
 The concept identifies the sub-domain or unit of a
subject or course.
 Competency is used to demonstrate the features and
skills that allow and enhance the efficiency of student
performance to gain new knowledge and understand
specific topics.

Models

Standard
ability

Reusab
ility

Flexibi
lity

Share
ability

Simpli
city

Reason
ing
engine

 The task is used to demonstrate how a student can
complete a task within a given period of time.

Semanticbased

√

√

×

√

×

√

Rule-based

√

√

×

×

×

√

 The attribute represents a topic or domain attribute
within a domain model.

Case-based

√

×

×

×

×

√

Framebased

√

√

√

×

×

√

Bayesian
network

√

×

×

×

×

√

Logicbased

√

×

×

√

×

√

Ontologybased

√

√

√

√

√

√

√ means feature is allowed, and × means feature not allowed.

IV. PROPOSED DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE MODEL FOR E-TUTOR
FRAMEWORK
The domain model is the system's knowledge base, and
it organizes the domain knowledge structure, its various key
concepts, and the relationships between the concepts. This
model essentially deals with the what-to-teach part of etutoring system [24]. The domain model is concerned with
domain knowledge construction, organization, topics, and
relationships [24]. Domain knowledge is a set of suggestions
that identify all the vocabulary concepts to explain or solve
problems. Domain knowledge is only declarative, and it does
not tell how learners can use the domain knowledge model to
solve a practical problem [25].

 The assessment is used to present how the system can
evaluate or assess the student activities required within
a given period of time.
Fig. 3 displays the design of a specific domain knowledge
ontology case study for IT domain in e-tutor system for the
computer programming. Many types of relationships are used
in the selected case study, such as specialization or
generalization, association, and containment. A containment
means that a specific topic within a domain contains different
concepts (has-a). The specialization or generalization means
that certain topics or domains have specific concepts (is-a). The
association means that a specific topic or concepts associate
with each other. Based on Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the following
shows a brief description of a subject:
 Topic: Control Structure.
 Concept: Loop, Sequence and Condition.
 Competency: understand, analyze, implement.
 Task: program, code review, project.
 Attribute: syntax, operators.
 Assessment: activities such as quizzes, tests.

Based on the properties of the learning materials, two kinds
of ontologies are employed, and these are general concepts
domain knowledge ontology and specific domain knowledge
ontology. These modules represent the knowledge to be
learned, deliver input to the expert model, and eventually
provide specific feedback, select problems, generate guidance,
and support the student model.
A novel domain knowledge model was suggested based on
the current research area, as shown in Fig. 2. This model is
based on topics, concepts, attributes, tasks, competencies,
assessment, and relations. In order to share and reuse the
domain knowledge model in e-tutoring systems, ontologies are
employed to organize and represent the domain knowledge

Fig. 2. The Proposed Ontology-based Model for Domain Knowledge.
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Fig. 4. Domain Knowledge Components Construction.

Fig. 3. Domain Knowledge Module Instances for e-tutoring Frameworks.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
Information science and technology provides many
modules and packages for ontology construction and
management. Python is one of the most popular languages
adopted when implementing an ontology for the domain
knowledge model. It is an interpreted, object-oriented,
extensible programming language [23], which provides an
excellent combination of clarity and versatility in different
disciplines. The domain knowledge model, considered here, is
“Basics of Computer Programing”, and the ontology created
consisted of the “Algorithm in Computer Programming”.
Fig. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 show the implementation of the
proposed model using Python.
Fig. 4 displays a snippet of the domain knowledge
components construction using Python and Owlready2 syntax
"with ontology: ..." to indicate that the constructed ontology
will receive the new RDF triples and the class keyword for
declaring the components of the ontology. While Fig. 7.
demonstrates the output of the ontology of the domain
knowledge model components as a list of concepts. Fig. 5.
displays a snippet of the object property related to the domain
knowledge model in the format of domain and range. For
example, "hasParts(Topics >> Concepts)" hasParts is the object
property relationship that means each Topic may contain some
Concept in this example, Topics is the domain of the
relationship, and Concepts is the range of the relationship.
Fig. 6 displays a snippet of the data property relationship
related to the domain knowledge model in the structure of
domain and range. Considering "topicName(Topics >> str,
FunctionalProperty)," topicName declares the name of the
Topics component, Topics are the domain, and str (means the
topicName datatype is a string) is the range of the relationship.
Fig. 8. presents how to insert the " While Loop" topic data as
an instance related to the Topics component. Checking the
consistency of the ontology using the HermiT reasoner, the
most commonly used in ontology engineering applying
sync_reasoner(), is shown in Fig. 9. Rule construction in
SWRL layouts for inferring further knowledge can add to the
created domain knowledge model of the selected ontology
components using imp = Imp() and imp.set_as_rule()
functions, as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 5. Object Property of the Domain Knowledge.

Fig. 6. Data Property of the Domain Knowledge.

Fig. 7. The List of Concepts.

Fig. 8. A Topic Instance for While Loop.

Fig. 9. Checking the Consistency of the Ontology.
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be defined as a specification of a conceptualization, have the
advantage of addressing the challenges of interoperability
between educational repositories of various e-learning systems.

Fig. 10. Rule Construction and the Results of Adding New Knowledge.

Protégé is used to display the ontology graph of while loop
topic shown in Fig. 11. A SPARQL query about displaying all
the Topics in the developed ontology domain knowledge
model, considering retrieving the topic “While” and its
description is demonstrated in Fig. 12.

An ontology-based domain knowledge model has been
proposed. In section 4, a theoretical model is described based
on two kinds of ontologies. First, a general concepts domain
knowledge ontology based on topics, concepts, attributes,
tasks, competencies, assessment, and relations is presented in
Fig. 2. Second, a specific domain knowledge ontology is
designed as a case study for IT domain in programming using
different types of relationships such as specialization or
generalization, association, and containment as depicted in
Fig. 3. In Section 4, an implementation of the ontology-based
model is delivered using Python, Owlready2, and Protégé.
The current work deals with declarative knowledge that
helps students understand all the vocabulary concepts in a
specific subject. The future work suggests dealing with
problem-solving process that works on procedural knowledge
to help students in understanding how to use domain
knowledge in solving a practical problem.
The proposed model is introduced to explain how the
ontology domain knowledge model can be combined with an
e-tutor system to improve the quality of intelligent problemsolving. Also, it will make it possible to reuse knowledge
components and develop e-tutor system frameworks. Finally, a
domain knowledge model for e-tutoring system, which can
serve to enhance teaching and learning, is proposed.
Furthermore, this model can avoid the issue currently exists in
intelligent e-learning systems related to isolating knowledge
bases. The majority of the domain knowledge models use an
isolated knowledge base, and this local knowledge base can
only provide limited knowledge background. The limitations of
the isolated knowledge base are lack of standardability,
reusability, flexibility, and limited knowledge. The solution can
satisfy the characteristics of reusability, standardability, open
knowledge, and flexibility.

Fig. 11. The Ontology Graph of While Loop Topic.

Fig. 12. A SPARQL Query to Retrieve the Topic “While” and its Description.

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The most commonly utilized knowledge representations are
semantic-based, rule-based, case-based, frame-based, Bayesian
network, logic-based, and ontology-based [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18] approaches. A comparison of knowledge representation
forms is conducted according to some criteria or features
covered: standardbility, reusability, flexibility, shareability,
simplicity, and reasoning engine. Ontologies, as knowledgebased representation, have gained vital significance as one of
the most commonly used techniques to describe and share
knowledge in several disciplines such as E-learning systems,
business modeling, software engineering, knowledge
engineering [19].
The semantic web is an extension of the World Wide Web,
is crucial in the development of personalized learning in elearning systems. Semantic web technologies such as RDF,
XML, and ontologies can be used for knowledge representation
and reasoning of the teaching materials. Ontologies, which can

By using ontology as a knowledge representation technique
for building the domain knowledge model, the problem of
isolated knowledge bases can be avoided. The developed
ontology can be involved to manage adaptive intelligent elearning frameworks in the future.
VII. CONCLUSION
An intelligent tutoring system or E-tutoring System is a
type of educational system that uses artificial intelligence to
reflect knowledge. The use of e-tutoring systems has become a
key component of enhancing educational activities. In this
paper, readers can see that e-tutoring is very significant in the
context of the growing number of e-learning frameworks. An
ontology-based knowledge model for IT domain has been
developed for e-tutor system.
This paper constructs a domain knowledge model for an etutor system which in turn would help enhancing teaching and
learning process. Furthermore, the implementation of this
model is described in Python and Owlready2 module, which
can be applied in the future to support the problem-solving
process. Two types of ontologies are employed, and these are
general concepts domain knowledge ontology and specific
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domain knowledge ontology. These modules represent the
knowledge to be learned, deliver input to the expert model, and
eventually provide specific feedback, select problems, generate
guidance, and support the student model.
The current work deals with declarative knowledge that
helps students understand all the vocabulary concepts in a
specific subject. The future work suggests dealing with
problem-solving process that works on procedural knowledge
to help students in understanding how to use domain
knowledge in solving a practical problem.
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